MERCHANDISE TO RELIEVE PAIN POINTS
By: Andrea Syverson
When it comes to developing your merchandising strategy is PAIN on your agenda? That
is, do you and your product development team actively talk about your customers’ pain
points in relation to your brand experience? Do you know where their product “splinters”
are – where things break down for your customers as they use yours’ or your
competitors’ products? Do you have a solid understanding of what may be your
customers’ frustrations? Do you know what’s on their wish list or their “if only” lists?
By concentrating quality time and energy on seeing things through your customers’ lens,
you will end up solving real problems for them. This will endear them to your brand.
Let’s take a BrandAbout™ tour around a few industries and see the results of how some
very smart merchants and marketers followed this process:
AMAZON
Jeff Bezos and his “one click and you’re done” team at Amazon really hit the ball out of
the park with the Kindle. For two years running, it’s been their #1 bestseller and is
described on their website as “the most-wished-for, most-gifted, and has the most 5-star
reviews of any product on Amazon.” Passionate reading aficionados can never be
without a book by their side. This device solves the commuting or traveling reader’s
physical pain of lugging a bevy of books around. The Kindle makes it possible for
readers to carry their entire library around quite compactly and effortlessly. Amazon
could have stopped there – but they didn’t. Pain was on their product development
agenda and they went deeper into the reading experience and added these solutions to
address issues that go beyond just the physicality of carrying books:
 Free book samples - read the first chapter for free before you decide to buy.
 Whispersync technology - saves and synchronizes your last page read,
bookmarks, notes, and highlights across your devices.
 Text size adjustment to make reading more comfortable.
How can you push your product development efforts to address ancillary pain issues
that are also are of paramount importance to your customers?

SMARTPAK
One of my clients, SmartPak Equine, started their business by solving a problem for
customers. Here’s how they describe it: “The patented SmartPak™ supplement feeding
system has simplified the process of feeding horse supplements and medications, making
it easier for thousands of riders to keep their horses healthier by ensuring their
supplements are being fed correctly.” Physically, the product provides a convenient and
affordable feeding system for busy horse owners and barn managers. Emotionally,
SmartPak delivers peace of mind to its customers.

Paal Gisholt, the company’s CEO, addressed the topic of pain points in an interview in
Dressage Today: “Pay attention to the problems you experience as a rider or a trainer.
What frustrates you? If there is a way to fix it, there may be a business there. Problemsolving businesses are the kind where word-of-mouth by motivated customers can lead to
success. If people feel pain, they will take a chance on your product.”
Since their founding in 1999, SmartPak Equine has become the country’s largest online
and catalog retailer serving the needs of the active and engaged horse owners. Like
Amazon, they didn’t stop solving problems for their customers. As a competitive rider
herself, Melissa Hamlet, Vice President of Merchandising for SmartPak Equine, knew
what was on women riders’ wish lists. She created a shapewear product with them in
mind. Here’s how she describes it:
Finally, a comfortable solution to hiding bumps and bulges so that you look svelte in
your breeches! SmartSlim® was designed by riders who know how uncomfortable

it is to wear pantyhose (or other torture devices) under your breeches to reduce the
appearance of cellulite and help flatten the tummy. Many, many hours of testing in
the saddle resulted in the design that we are proud to present to you. SmartSlim® is
made of a moisture wicking fabric to help keep you cool even on the hottest days.
Designed to be completely invisible under your breeches, SmartSlim® will be your
little secret.
Is your merchandising staff spending “many hours in the saddle” learning about
what’s on your customers’ wish lists?
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Harley is another company that puts the subject of customer pain points on its strategic
planning agenda….women’s pain points in particular. In an article entitled “Harley
Shows Its Feminine Side” BloombergBusinessWeek reported that CEO Keith Wandell
heard women all asking for the same thing: “When are you going to design a bike that’s
more suitable for women riders?” Wandell and his team did something about it. They
“introduced the $8,000 SuperLow, designed to appeal to women and first-time riders. It
has the lowest seat in Harley’s 32 bike lineup, making it easier to ride and it’s 150 pounds
lighter than a typical Harley.”

It’s this kind of pain-driven, “if only” merchandising that sets Harley apart from its
competitors and encourages tattoo-worthy brand love.
Are you listening to what your customers are telling you – subtly or not-so-subtly?
What actions are you taking?
GAP and MiB
Women’s fashion retailers know that “one size fits all” doesn’t work when it comes to
dressing the American woman. And they know that those who cater to the multitudes of
women outside the bell curve provide solutions to fit dilemmas that truly address pain
problems. Here are two examples:
GAP wanted their petite customers to know that they took their clothing challenges
seriously. On their website, they clearly articulate 9 ways that the merchants at GAP
sized their clothes for smaller frames:

These quick callouts immediately let their petite shoppers know that these are clothes
they can count on.
MiB caters to a different segment but cares just as attentively. Here’s how the company
describes itself: “The only company in the world that offers quality and stylish plus size
women's clothing in sizes 22-48 (1X - 8X). Unlike almost every other plus size company
out there, we only make plus size clothing. We specifically design the fit and style of our
clothing for women size 22+ to allow us to focus on what will look good on you instead
of ramping up a size 6 and hoping it will work. Our designs celebrate your curves! Our
clothing is of the highest quality, constructed from the finest fabrics with stylish designs.
Along with offering beautiful and stylish plus size women's clothing, we are a socially
responsible and environmentally friendly company.”
The merchants at both these multi-channelers know their customers intimately and have
worked hard to provide real solutions to these women’s frustrations.
Are you addressing your customers’ concerns thoroughly and in ways that clearly
the customers you “get” them?
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